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ABSTRACT
In 2003, Wang and Gao [63] presented an algorithm to infer and
characterize routing policies as this knowledge could be valuable in
predicting and debugging routing paths. They used their algorithm
to measure the phenomenon of selectively announced prefixes, in
which, ASes would announce their prefixes to specific providers to
manipulate incoming traffic. Since 2003, the Internet has evolved
from a hierarchical graph, to a flat and dense structure. Despite 20
years of extensive research since that seminal work, the impact of
these topological changes on routing policies is still blurred.

In this paper we conduct a replicability study of the Wang and
Gao paper [63], to shed light on the evolution and the current
state of selectively announced prefixes. We show that selective
announcements are persistent, not only across time, but also across
networks. Moreover, we observe that neighbors of different AS
relationships may be assignedwith the same local preference values,
and path selection is not as heavily dependent on AS relationships
as it used to be. Our results highlight the need for BGP policy
inference to be conducted as a high-periodicity process to account
for the dynamic nature of AS connectivity and the derived policies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Internet is a collation of thousands of networks (Autonomous
Systems (ASes)), each of which belongs to an organization, be it an
Internet Service Provider (ISP), a university, or a company. To learn
how to reach remote network addresses (IP prefixes), ASes exchange
routing messages with each other through the Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP), which is the de-facto protocol for routing in the
AS graph (inter-domain routing). BGP messages (announcements)
include information on which routes should be followed for an
AS to reach an IP prefix. Such routes are sequences of AS hops,
generally referred to as AS paths.

Inter-domain routing does not follow the shortest path principle,
but its based on the economic, performance or security needs of
the organization. ASes independently define their routing policies
[20, 28] in order to select routes to a certain destination when
multiple routes are available (import policies), and to decide to
which neighbors to propagate the routes they know (export policies).
For instance, the objective of a transit provider may be to maximize
its profit, and it may apporach this goal through competitive pricing
and selective peering. The objective of a content provider, on the
other hand, may be to have highly reliable Internet access and
minimal transit expenses, and it may pursue these goals through
aggressive multihoming and an open peering policy [14].

ASes are often unwilling to share proprietary business data such
as: the internal network’s topology, the list of customers that are
buying transit on their networks or their traffic volumes. Routing
policies are often protected by non-disclosure agreements, and kept
secret as well. However, this opacity of routing policies makes it
hard to understand, debug and predict routing decisions. Often
to resolve disruptions that occur outside the periphery of an AS
requires offline communication among operators, or trial-and-error
experimentation. Similarly, predicting the outcomes of topological
or policy changes requires to observe the impact of these changes
in practice, and calibrate them based on the observed paths. Such
practice incurs the risk of outages and network errors. Therefore,
the ability to accurately infer the routing policies of the Internet
ASes could significantly improve network operations.

In 2003, Wang and Gao measured inter-domain routing poli-
cies in the wild to inform the modeling of such policies [63]. They
showed that routing policies are more complex than what the state-
of-the-art [20] couldmodel. Since 2003, the Internet topology has ex-
perienced fundamental changes in interconnection practices, such
as the flattening of the Internet hierarchy and the dominance of
Content-Distribution Networks (see Section 3). This evolution has
been noticed for years. Not only stub networks, but also ISPs are
using an open peering strategy to peer with more networks [39, 41]
and there has been noticed a significant performance difference
between peering and transit interconnections [4], which provides
one reason of the evolution.

There have been numerous efforts, over the last two decades, to
understand the interdomain routing system and develop accurate
policy models and path prediction capabilities [12, 14, 19, 20, 23,
33, 43, 51, 55, 59, 61, 65], nonetheless, the impact of the topological
changes on inter-domain policies is still not clear and the state-of-
the-art is still unable to accurately infer AS paths [5, 43]. To update
our understanding of routing policies and inform the current efforts
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to model inter-domain routing, we conduct an in-depth replication
study of the Wang and Gao paper [63].

Specifically, our contributions are as follows:
• We answer to what extent the findings of [63] are still valid.
The usage of selective announcements has increased up to
30%, but with significant variability across ASes. The assign-
ment of Local Preference exhibits higher variability than 20
years ago.

• We conduct a longitudinal study on the evolution of selective
announcements. We observe a median increase of more than
20% after 2007, but with pronounced yearly fluctuations.

• We discuss the potential root causes of the differences be-
tween the routing policies today compared to 2003, and the
implications for inferring routing paths.

• Wepublish the artifacts (source code and data) of our study to
facilitate future research on inter-domain routing modeling
and further replicability.

As a final remark, our goal is not to propose a new interdomain
routing model, or infer more accurately the routing policies in the
Internet, but to pinpoint the intersections and disparities of the
results our replication effort against the findings and insights of the
original work [63]. Finally, we believe that our results can aid in
the understanding of a variety of interdomain routing applications,
such as the measurement of the RPKI adoption [17, 49], fine-grained
interdomain policy learning [62, 67], interdomain routing verifi-
cation [10], privacy-preserving routing [13], discovering caching
policies in the wild [18, 34] and studying routing attacks [56].

1.1 Ethical considerations
This study does not raise any ethical issues. The datasets we use
in this study are publicly available. The data collection from route
server looking glasses uses a low rate of queries to keep measure-
ment traffic low.

2 THE INTERNET ROUTING POLICIES
In this section, we present an overview of the AS business relation-
ships and then describe the Internet routing policies.

2.1 AS Business Relationships
BGP is a policy-based protocol (rather than a shortest-path proto-
col), therefore, each AS uses the routing policies that best fit its
economic, performance, security or traffic engineering goals and
there is no need for global coordination among ASes for the Internet
to operate [20, 28].

AS interconnection relies on business agreements that determine
financial and technical aspects of their interconnection and traffic
exchange. While such business agreements can be arbitrary, they
can coarsely be categorized in three types of business relationships
[19]: (1) In a customer-to-provider (c2p) relationship, a customer
AS pays a better-connected provider AS to transit its traffic to the
rest of the Internet. (2) In a peer-to-peer (p2p) relationship, two
ASes agree free bilateral traffic exchange between their networks
and the networks of their customers. (3) A sibling-to-sibling (s2s)
relationship expresses the connection between two ASes under
the same administrative entity, typically as a result of mergers and
acquisitions. Siblings usually do not impose routing restrictions on

each other. An AS that has only a single transit provider is called
single-homed. Often ASes prefer to have multiple providers (multi-
homed) for resilience and traffic engineering purposes. A few ASes
that can access all the rest of the ASes only through customer or
peering links do not require transit providers. Those ASes are called
transit-free and together they form a fully-connected mesh of ASes
called the Tier-1 clique. The business relationships among ASes (AS
relationships) may be protected by non-disclosure agreements, so
they are often kept secret.

AS relationships impact both how an AS advertises its routes to
its neighbors (export BGP policy), and how it selects which route to
use when it has multiple routes available for the same IP destination
(import BGP policy). Researchers and engineers have developed
algorithms to infer routing policies in the form of AS relationships
to study the Internet routing system, with many of those algorithms
claiming an accuracy of over 98% [30, 31, 40].

2.2 Import Routing Policies
A BGP router may receive multiple routes for the same destination
IP prefix from different AS neighbors. The router uses the BGP
selection process to determine the single best (most preferable)
route. The BGP route selection process is comprised of the following
steps [11, 32]. The process goes to the next step only if the previous
step does not result in a single best path.

(1) Routes with the highest local preference (locpref ) value.
locpref is a non-transitive numerical BGP attribute that de-
notes the preference of a certain route. Higher locpref values
imply higher preference for a given AS path. locpref values
are arbitrary.

(2) Routes with the shortest AS Path length.
(3) Routes with the lowest origin type. Paths that are locally

originated (IGP) are preferred over externally originated
paths (EGP).

(4) Routeswith the lowestMulti-Exit Discriminator (MED) value.
(5) Routes learned from eBGP over those from iBGP.
(6) Routes with the lowest IGP cost to the border router.
(7) Oldest routes.
(8) Routes with the smallest router ID.

This complexity in the BGP decision process, makes it also chal-
lenging for researchers to model it and for operators to predict the
impact of their policies. Some operators switch off some of these
steps due to complexity [24].

As shown in the above steps, locpref is the highest-priority met-
ric in deciding which route to use. While locpref values are arbi-
trary, ASes generally assign the highest locpef values to routes
learned from customer ASes, since customer traffic generates rev-
enue, and the lowest locpref values to routes learned from provider
ASes since provider traffic incurs a cost. Gao and Rexford modeled
inter-domain routing to find that such ordering of locpref values
is necessary in order to ensure convergence in the global routing
system [20]. For this reason this locpref allocation pattern is also
referred to as the Gao-Rexford model.
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Year ASes Links Peer Links % of
Peer Links

1998 3549 6475 878 13%
2003 15164 35440 7084 19%
2008 28153 79590 25272 31%
2013 44064 143894 58366 40%
2018 60874 300634 178608 59%
2023 75160 494508 341363 69%

Table 1: Peer Link Statistics of the Internet, 1998-2023, as
observed in the CAIDA AS Relationships Graph.

2.3 Export Routing Policies
Once a router selects the best route towards a destination prefix, it
can propagate the best route to its neighboring ASes. The configu-
ration of export policies is similar to those of import policies and
can be based on prefix or next-hop.

BGP routes are usually exported following the so-called valley-
free rule, i.e., a customer route can be exported to any neighbour AS,
but a route learned from a peer or a provider can only be exported
to customers. Hence, an AS path is valley-free if it follows one of the
following patterns: (1)𝑛×𝑐2𝑝+𝑚×𝑝2𝑐 ; or (2)𝑛×𝑐2𝑝+𝑝2𝑝+𝑚×𝑝2𝑐 ;
where 𝑛 and𝑚 ≥ 0. The sibling links can be inserted freely without
changing the valley-free property of a path. The valley-free rule
aims to prevent an AS from providing free transit either to their
providers or peers, since that would result in consuming resources
and paying for traffic exchange that does not pertain to its network.

In addition to the valley-free rule, an AS may select to further
restrict the propagation of certain routes for traffic engineering
purposes. By selectively advertising routes to different neighbors
and AS may be able to control the links which will carry traffic for
a specific route. Intuitively, single-homed customers cannot selec-
tively advertise routes to their single transit provider, otherwise
not all of their routes will be globally reachable. However, upstream
ASes may choose to selectively advertise routes originated by a
single-homed AS. Instead, it is more likely for multi-homed ASes to
restrict the propagation of specific routes to their providers. Note
that an AS can also selectively advertise routes among its peers.

3 THE EVOLUTION OF THE INTERNET
STRUCTURE

The Internet evolved from an academic research network to a global
critical infrastructure that supports much of our social, economic
and political activities. During this transition, the Internet topology
has undergone multiple phase shifts. Over the past 25 years, the
main change has been described as the “flattening” of the inter-
domain AS hierarchy [22]. Table 1 illustrates the significant growth
in the percentage of peer links over the last 25 years.

The Internet started as a research network in 1969 and evolved
to a commercial network by 1995, with the rise of the World-Wide-
Web. In the early 2000s, the conventional wisdom about the In-
ternet ecosystem, was a multi-tiered hierarchy of Internet Service
Providers (ISPs). A small clique of international ISPs (Tier-1) were

Figure 1: Customer Cone (CC) sizes in 2003 (top), and 2023
(bottom) exhibit similar power-law distributions.

connected with peering links to maintain global connectivity. Re-
gional ISPs (Tier-2) were customers of the Tier-1 ASes and resi-
dential networks (Tier-3) were customers of the Tier-2 ASes. Stub
networks were at the bottom of the hierarchy, as customers of Tier-
3 ASes. The traffic was mostly carried through Tier-1 networks,
which received revenue from Tier-2/Tier-3 networks.

Over the past decade, the Internet further evolved into a mesh
interconnection network with a dense topology (see Table 1) due to
the rise of Content Providers (CPs) and Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs) [5, 15, 22, 36, 38]. Big Internet players (Google, Facebook,
Amazon) deployed their own private Wide Area Networks (WANs)
close to the end users (i.e., in the periphery of the AS graph), to have
more control over their end-to-end application performance[21, 26,
54, 64, 66]. In this flattening topology era, Internet Exchange Points
(IXPs) emerged and played a key role in enabling large CDNs to
bypass Tier-1 ISPs [6, 36, 37]. Currently, CDNs originate the largest
part of the Internet traffic, and IXPs traffic volumes have become
similar to those of Tier-1 ASes, hence, a valid question to ask is
whether the Internet actually flattened or if the IXPs replaced Tier-1
ASes in the hierarchical model [7].

One metric that reflects the position of an AS in the IP transit
market is the customer cone (CC) size, which expresses the number
of ASes that a provider AS can access through routes learned from
its customers. We use the CAIDA CC dataset [8] to plot the CC
distribution in 2003 and 2023 in Figure 1. Both distributions look
similar, nonetheless, we observe that the maximum CC size has
increased one order of magnitude (rightmost x-axis value). This
increase can be possibly explained by two factors: a) the number
of ASes advertised in the BGP Default-Free Zone (DFZ) in 2023
has quadrupled since 2003, while the IPv4 address space is in the
exhaustion phase [29]. Additionally, over the past two decades there
has been a trend of consolidation in the IP transit market, which
led to fewer but larger transit providers [60].
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Figure 2: Overview of the data used for the import and export
routing policies analysis.

4 REPLICATION OVERVIEW
In this section, we first describe the research methodology of Wang
and Gao [63] and our strategy to replicate their work in this paper,
and conclude with an inherent limitation of such studies, the AS
graph incompleteness problem.

4.1 Take-aways from the Original Paper
In 2003, Wang and Gao tackled the problem of inferring and charac-
terizing the Internet routing policies. For the import routing policies,
they observed that local preference values follow the Gao-Rexford
model, namely customers are assigned with the highest locpref val-
ues while providers with the lowest locpref values. Additionally,
they observed that ASes tend to assign locpref values based on
next-hop instead of prefix. Nonetheless, 7 out of the 62 ASes had
10% or more neighbors that deviate from the Gao-Rexford model.
It is unclear if those disparities were due to errors in the inference
of AS relationships or unconventional locpref assignments.

Moreover, they described an algorithm to infer and character-
ize the export routing policies. They collected the public routing
tables from RouteViews for a list of 16 ASes, and for each route
they compared two AS relationships in the AS path: a) between
the first AS and the origin AS (to characterize the prefix as cus-
tomer/peer/provider), and b) between the first AS and the next-hop
AS (to characterize the route as customer/peer/provider). If the
customer prefix was announced through a peer/provider route, then
they characterized the respective prefix as selectively announced
prefix. They showed, that the percentage of selective announce-
ments differs significantly between different ASes, with a range
between 0% to 49%. The selectively advertised routes tend to be per-
sistent, with only 17% of selectively advertised prefixes switching to
non-selective within the period of a month. Last but not least, they
found that the main cause for selective announcements is selective
export policies, instead of other factors such as prefix splitting or
prefix aggregation.

4.2 Replication Strategy
In Fig.2 we provide an overview of the datasets used in our study,
for the import (left part) and export (right part) routing policies
respectively.

As in the original Wang and Gao paper [63], our study of routing
policies relies on AS relationship inferences. We use the current
state-of-the-art AS relationships, made available by CAIDA [8].
Moreover, we leverage data from Looking Glass (LG) servers [53] to
study import policies in Section 5. LG servers are interfaces to net-
work devices that can be queried through web-based, telnet or ssh
interfaces and allow users to query BGP routing tables or measure
traceroute paths from the perspective of the server’s location.

In contrast, with the import policies that can be directly observed
by the AS that sets the locpref values, export policies have to be
observed from the point of view of the neighbors that receive the
announcement. The proposed way of Wang and Gao [63] to infer
a customer’s export policies was to use the BGP table from its
direct/indirect provider. We follow the same approach and use BGP
data from the RouteViews [46] and RIPE RIS projects [44] to infer
the configuration of export policies and analyze the prevalence, the
persistence and the causes of selective advertisements in Section 6.

In order to distinguish routes received from different neighbors,
we use the conventions as in the original paper: 1) a customer route is
a route received from a customer neighbor, 2) a peer route is a route
received from a peer neighbor, 3) a provider route is a route received
from a provider neighbor. Regarding the announced prefixes: 1) a
customer prefix is a prefix originated by a direct/indirect customer
neighbor, 2) a peer prefix is a prefix originated by a peer neighbor,
3) a provider prefix is a prefix originated by a provider neighbor.

4.3 The incompleteness of the AS graph
Our study relies on BGP data, LG data and AS relationships. The
most significant limitation of the above data collection projects is
the large number of missing links, which are divided into two types:
hidden and invisible [47]. Hidden links are usually backup 𝑐2𝑝 links
that can be observed when the preferred path to a prefix changes,
and, invisible links are typically 𝑝2𝑝 links which are inherently
unobserved due to the limited number of vantage points across the
AS graph. Invisible links constitute the majority of missing links
and can be located in the periphery of the AS graph [35, 47, 52].

The root cause of this problem is that giant CDNs who originate
a large portion of today’s Internet traffic, often operate under a
shroud of secrecy regarding their infrastructure details and peering
arrangements with other ASes. This, coupled with the complexity
introduced by IXPs, makes it challenging for external observers
to map CDNs and their interconnections accurately. To this day,
the Internet Measurement community does not have an adequate
solution for this issue, hence, our study suffers from the same
limitation. We analyze the impact of the incompleteness problem
in our study in Section 6.2.

5 IMPORT POLICIES
5.1 Route Preference Among Provider,

Customer and Peer Routes
The highest-priority metric when selecting the best path among all
the available paths toward an IP prefix is the locpref attribute, that
reflects how preferable is a route. Since locpref is not a transitive
attribute, it is not possible to obtain locpref values through Route-
Views and RIPE RIS route collectors. Instead, in [63] Wang and Gao
queried the then-available LGs that provide a direct telnet interface
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Table 2: Characteristics of the ASes used in the import/export policies inference.

AS Number AS Name Degree Location AS Type

2495 Kansas Research and Education Network (KanREN) 19 USA (regional) Educational/Research
6730 Sunrise 121 Europe Cable/DSL/ISP
7922 Comcast 203 North America Cable/DSL/ISP
53062 ACESSOLINE TELECOM BACKBONE (GGT) 355 Brazil (regional) Network Service Provider
62887 Whitesky Communications 82 USA (national) Cable/DSL/ISP
3303 Swisscom 1194 Europe, USA Cable/DSL/ISP
3257 GTT Communications 2831 Global Network Service Provider
6939 Hurricane Electric 9780 Global Network Service Provider
3549 Lumen AS 968 South America Network Service Provider
37100 SEACOM 1133 Global Network Service Provider
7018 AT&T 2438 North America Network Service Provider
37271 Workonline Communications 344 Global Network Service Provider
3292 TDC A/S (Tele Danmark) 360 Europe, USA Cable/DSL/ISP
3741 Internet Solutions 806 Global Network Service Provider
31027 GlobalConnect Group 344 Europe Network Service Provider
852 TELUS Communications 474 North America Network Service Provider
553 BelWü 1004 Germany (national) Educational/Research
22548 NIC.BR 48 Brazil (national) Non-Profit
5511 Orange 316 Global Network Service Provider
6667 Elisa Corporation 501 Europe Network Service Provider
1280 Internet Systems Consortium (ISC) 81 Global Non-Profit
19653 CTS Communications Corp. 541 USA (national) Cable/DSL/ISP
20751 AZISTA GmbH 28 Europe Cable/DSL/ISP
2500 WIDE Project 22 Asia Pacific, USA Educational/Research
5413 Daisy Communications 226 Europe Cable/DSL/ISP
9009 M247 423 Global Network Service Provider

to BGP routers of the ASes that deployed those servers. Such inter-
faces allow the querying of the full BGP Routing Information Base
(RIB) along with the corresponding BGP attributes (both transitive
and non-transitive). We replicate their methodology by querying
the full routing table of the ASes that offer route server LGs at the
moment of writing this paper. The selection of ASes in our study is
in line with the original work of [63]. Unfortunately, the original
route server LGs used in [63] are not available online anymore,
so we replicate the experiment with the currently available route
server LGs. To this end, we compile a list of telnet and SSH LGs
by parsing two resources: (a) PeeringDB [1], which is a voluntarily
maintained database that aims to facilitate AS interconnection, and,
(b) the routeservers.org website that provides a list of public
route servers along with their access details [2].

In total we discovered route server LGs for 76 different ASes, of
which 52 were offline and thus not accessible. For the remaining 24
route server LGs, 14 did not provide locpref values because the LG
interface was running on an internal BGP router and the next-hop
was to another router of the same AS. Therefore, we are able to
collect locpref values only from 10 of the discovered LGs. The full
list of all parsed LGs are available in [53] to enable the repeatability
of our experiments.

Table 3 shows the degree of consistency between locpref allo-
cations and AS relationship types. We consider locpref allocations
consistent with AS relationships if they reflect the Gao-Rexford (GR)
ordering: 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑝2𝑐 > 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑝2𝑝 > 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑙𝑝𝑟𝑒 𝑓𝑐2𝑝 . For all routes,
locpref allocations are consistent with AS relationships only in 83%
of the cases, varying between 39-99% across the tested ASes. In
contrast, in the original 2003 study the average consistency was
above 99%, with only 2 ASes having consistency below 94% and 96%.
Therefore, we observe that today locpref allocations have become
significantly less conventional.

To better understand the deviations between the observed locpref
values and the expected values according to the GR model, we ex-
amine the locpref consistency per relationship type. Peering rela-
tionships (p2p) appear to be deviating from the expected model at
higher frequency. For instance, we observe that 𝐴𝑆7922 (Comcast)
uses the same locpref value between customers and peers, while
𝐴𝑆3303 (Swisscom) uses the same locpref value between peers and
providers. Note that when two different relationship types are as-
signed with the same locpref value, we assume that the relationship
type that is consistent with the value is the one with the highest
number of neighbors.

On average, only 59% of the p2p routes have a locpref value
between the c2p and p2c values, nonetheless, this 59% is a mix
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Table 3: List of ASes for which we extracted locpref values
along with the percentage of routes that conform to the Gao-
Rexford (GR) local preference model.

ASN Customer Provider Peer All routes % Neigbors with
one locpref value

2495 98% 98% 57% 99% 53%
3303 100% 99% 0% 44% 98%
5511 96% N/A 98% 99% 63%
6730 98% 100% 100% 99% 88%
6939 86% 51% 100% 86% 86%
7922 98% 99% 0% 82% 71%
9009 42% 85% 100% 93% 66%
12779 92% 99% 30% 39% 85%
53062 90% 98% 96% 98% 76%
62887 99% 100% 10% 89% 97%

Average 90% 92% 59% 83% 70%

of ASes that have either very high or very low compliance to the
locpref model. This indicates a different peering strategy adopted
by a decent number of ASes, nonetheless, categorizing ASes by their
type and observing how their role affects their peering strategies is
out of the scope of this work.

We hypothesize that the observed differences in consistency
between our study and the original study can be explained by the
advent of a much denser peering interconnection ecosystem, with
different peering strategies that either did not exist 20 years ago, or
if they existed they were much less popular [7]. Another reason is
that given the size of such networks (e.g., Comcast or Swisscom), the
business relationships they establish with their neighbors might be
more complex than what the GR model can cope and describe [25].

While LGs provide a unique view of ground-truth locpref as-
signments in the control-plane, the small number of available route
server LGs makes it hard to generalize the observations. Similarly
to the original study, we try to complement the LG locpref data
with data extracted from Internet Routing Registries (IRR), where
operators often document their intended locpref values. We parse
the IRR data available in RADB [45], and we extract locpref doc-
umentation for 32 ASes that are also visible in the RouteViews
BGP AS paths and have at least 50 neighbors. We extract locpref
configurations either described in the remarks section of the IRR
records, or expressed through the pref attribute of the Routing
Policy Specification Language (RPSL). Table 4 summarizes our re-
sults. IRR locpref policies are generally more consistent with the GR
model compared to the locpref allocations extracted from LGs. This
is most likely due to the difference between actual control-plane
configurations that actively affect routing decisions, and abstract
policies described for documentation purposes.

5.2 Consistency of locpref with next-hop

route-map prefix-import permit 10
match ip address prefix-filter
set local-preference 200

Network operators might set their locpref based on next-hop or
on prefix. For example, in the above configuration, the match ip
address prefix-filter statement, specifies that the rule should match
routes that pass a specific prefix-filter. If, instead, we identify a
next-hop specific rule, e.g., match ip next-hop 203.0.113.1, then the
locpref for this route is set based on the next-hop AS.

Table 4: Typical locpref assignments for 32 ASes which are
selected from IRR.

ASN
% of typical
locpref ASN

% of typical
locpref

1887 100% 20845 100%
2118 100% 20850 100%
5408 89% 21483 83%
6730 100% 24739 100%
6799 100% 35566 93%
8280 100% 39775 100%
8342 100% 43893 100%
8343 100% 44946 100%
8369 92% 47764 92%
8371 100% 49673 100%
9032 96% 50639 100%
12695 100% 52075 100%
12713 100% 60476 100%
15290 100% 199081 100%
15544 100% 199860 100%
16559 100% 396298 100%

route-map nexthop-import permit 10
match ip next-hop 203.0.113.1
set local-preference 200

In the last column of Table 3, we observe that only two ASes as-
sign only a single locpref value to more than 90% of their neighbors.
Instead, on average ASes assign more than one locpref values for
30% of their neighbors. Therefore, while ASes tend to assign locpref
based on next-hop instead of prefix, we still see a non-trivial num-
ber of per-prefix locpref allocations. Here, it is worth to mention,
that even though the GR model requires an AS to base its locpref
value based on the business relationships with the next-hop on the
AS path, nothing prevents an AS from basing its routing decisions
on distant ASes along the AS path as well, (e.g., by prioritizing
customer paths that do not traverse a distant, undesirable AS over
customer paths that do traverse that AS) [24].

5.3 Error Introduced by AS relationships
Since our work relies on the inferred AS relationships, we verify
them as in the original paper by comparing the inferred AS rela-
tionships against BGP communities. The BGP communities is an
optional numerical attribute that is used to attach metadata on a
route announcement. Among other types of metadata, many op-
erators use BGP communities to annotate the relationship type of
the neighbor from which a prefix was received [16].

The values of BGP communities and their corresponding mean-
ings are arbitrary, but many AS operators document the use of
their BGP communities either in IRR or in their websites. These
values are 32-bit integers divided into two parts. The top 16 bits
typically correspond to the 16-bit AS number of the AS that sets the
community. The bottom 16-bits correspond to the actual meaning
of the community. For example, the BGP community 3303:1000 is
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Table 5: Validation results of AS relationships based on BGP
Communities.

AS Number % Validated
Customers

% Validated
Peers

1239 99% (271/272) 100% (16/16)
3292 99% (108/109) 99% (236/237)
3303 98% (45/46) 99% (823/829)
3257 99% (1497/1501) 99% (21/22)
3549 99% (945/959) 92% (12/13)
5511 98% (143/146) 95% (40/42)
6667 100% (16/16) 100% (416/416)
6730 100% (4/4) 100% (80/80)
7018 99% (2327/2335) 100% (34/34)
9009 100% (95/95) 100% (26/26)
12779 100% (28/28) 100% (724/724)

used by AS3303 to denote customer routes, while the community
3303:1004 is used by AS3303 to denote peering routes.
Step 1: Compile a list of relationship-tagging BGP communi-
ties.We manually compiled the BGP communities values and their
corresponding meanings for 11 of the ASes listed in Table 2, and
we keep the communities that are used to annotate relationship
types. The documentation of the corresponding BGP communities
have been extracted from IRR and the websites of AS operators.
Step 2: Map community to AS relationship. After collecting a
list of relationship-tagging BGP communities, we parse BGP up-
dates from RouteViews and RIPE RIS and we search for routes
annotated with one or more of the collected BGP communities. We
then map the attached communities to a link in the corresponding
AS path by matching the first 16-bits of a relationship-tagging BGP
communities value with an AS number in the path. More details
on this methodology are described in the Appendix of [63].

Table 5 summarizes our validation statistics. For most of the
tested ASes the inferred relationships agree with the BGP com-
munity tags for 99% of their AS links, which means that the error
rate of the inferred relationships is negligible and we can interpret
our observations as an outcome of routing policies and not as an
artifact of erroneous AS relationship inference. We are restricted to
the list of ASes that provide BGP feeds and routing information [2],
among which we select the largest networks in terms of customer
cone size and number of interconnections. This approach is in line
with the methodology of the original work [63].

6 EXPORT POLICIES
Export policies implemented by an AS play a major role in how
prefixes are announced to its neighboring ASes. Usually, an up-
stream provider announces all of its prefixes to its customers. A
customer on the contrary, may advertise its prefixes either to all of
its providers, or a subset of them for traffic engineering purposes.
Figure 3 shows howAS13335 announces its prefixes. AS13335 is cus-
tomer of both AS3549 and AS9498. However, AS13335 announces
prefix p only to its direct provider AS3549, hence, AS9498 learns
about prefix p via his peer (AS3257). Peers also have control over
their prefix announcements to neighbors.

Figure 3: The export policies of AS13335, can be observed by
its indirect provider AS3257. AS13335 announces prefix p to
provider AS3549, but not to AS9498.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for inferring export policies
Input:

AS-relationships graph G
AS o which originates prefixes P
Routing table from the viewpoint of AS u

Output:
Whether P contains SA prefixes

Phase 1: Compute the Customer Cone of AS u
CC = { }
S = {u}
while S is not empty:

s = S.pop()
for each customer c of s:
if c not in S:
CC.add(c)
S.add(c)

go to Phase 2
Phase 2: Determine if AS o is a customer of AS u

if o is in CC:
go to Phase 3

else:
P does not contain SA prefixes

Phase 3: Determine if P contains SA prefixes
for each prefix p originated by AS o:

if next hop AS w is not in CC:
p is a SA prefix, P contains SA prefixes

else:
p is not a SA prefix

if there is no SA prefix in P:
P does not contain SA prefixes

6.1 Export to Provider
Here, we first describe the algorithm used in [63] to infer the ex-
port policies that customers use to advertise their prefixes to di-
rect/indirect providers. Then we study the prevalence, the persis-
tence and the causes of these prefixes.

To study export policies we use the following datasets: a) the
inferred CAIDA AS relationships [8] and b) the routing tables of
21 ASes (listed in Table 2) via the BGPStream API [50] for different
time periods.
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AS number % of SA
prefixes

% of SA
origins

3303 69 45
3257 54 55
6939 44 44
3549 32 26
7018 28 17
37100 27 18
37271 21 12
3741 19 12
31027 13 09
852 13 09
3292 12 10
553 05 02
22548 04 03
5511 02 03
6667 0.01 0.01
1280 0.001 0.001
19653 0.0001 0.0001
20751 0 0
2500 0 0
5413 0 0
9009 0 0

Table 6: % of SA prefixes and SA origins observed by 21 ASes,
listed in decreasing order of SA prefixes.

6.1.1 Inference Algorithm.
The direct way to observe the export policies of a customer is to
use the BGP table from its providers (direct/indirect), since there is
no discrete value (such as locpref in import policies) that describes
the export preferences of an AS.

A customer can export its prefixes to all or a subset of its providers.
If a direct/indirect provider receives a prefix originated by a cus-
tomer AS (customer prefix) through a peer/provider route, this is
a selectively announced prefix (SA prefix) and the origin AS is a
selectively announced origin (SA origin). From the provider’s point
of view, the best routes to customer prefixes are sufficient to capture
the SA prefixes and SA origins. In a provider’s routing table, if a
customer route to a prefix exists, the route should have the highest
locpref according to the G-R model. Otherwise, the best routes are
either peer or provider routes.

The process of inferring export policies (Algorithm 1), starts by
computing the customer cone (CC) of an 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 (Phase 1). To that
end, we collect all direct/indirect customers of 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 by using the
Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm on a directed AS topology graph
composed of only p2c AS links. In the next phase (Phase 2), we parse
the BGP table of 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 and extract all routes originated by ASes
that belong in the CC of 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 (i.e., all customer prefixes). Finally in
Phase 3, if the customer prefixes are learned from a peer/provider
route, then, we characterize the prefix as SA prefix and the origin
AS as SA origin.

6.1.2 Prevalence of SA Prefixes.
We explore the existence of SA prefixes and SA origins on the 1st
of April, 20231. We collect the routing tables of 21 ASes described

1Similar duration as in the original Wang and Gao study [63].

Figure 4: CDF of all SA origins in 2023.

in Table 2, using all available route collectors from the projects
Routeviews and RIPE RIS (see Section 4).

Note here, that SA prefixes for a provider may be due to the
selective announcement policies of the origin or intermediate ASes.
For instance, in Figure 3, the SA prefix for AS3257, may be due to
the selective announcement policies employed by AS9498 as well.
We study this possibility in Subsection 6.1.5.

Table 6 shows the percentage of the total SA prefixes and SA
origins observed in the routing tables of each AS we considered
in our study2. We find that ASes like Swisscom (3303), GTT Com-
munications (3257), Hurricane Electric (6939), and AT&T (7018),
observe a significant portion of SA prefixes. For Swisscom 69% of the
observed prefixes are SA prefixes, which means that a high portion
of prefixes are reached through a peer/provider route, rather than a
customer route, as expected based on the AS relationships.

Next, we examine SA prefixes from the point of view of the
customers that announce them, namely the SA origins. For each one
of the 21 ASes in our study, we store all observed prefixes per origin
AS and all SA prefixes per SA origin in a key-value format. Hence,
we have 21 data structures that describe both the observed prefixes
per origin AS, and the characterized SA prefixes per SA origin. In
Figure 4 we plot the CDF of SA prefixes per SA origin for all the ASes
in our study. We find that more than 75% of SA origins announce all
of their prefixes selectively. Note that in the 2003 study, the authors
analyzed only eight SA origins which were common among three of
the 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 providers. Among those eight SA origins, none advertised
all of their prefixes selectively, and only two SA origins advertised
more than 90% of their prefixes selectively. However, as we show in
Section 6.1.4 even in 2003 the majority of SA origins advertised 100%
of their prefixes selectively, and the result of the original paper is
probably due to under-sampling bias.

6.1.3 Verification of SA Prefixes.
In this section we verify the AS-relationships used on the export
inference Algorithm 1. To verify SA prefixes, we first verify the AS
relationships for direct and then for indirect customers respectively.
Step 1: Verify AS-relationships between an AS and its di-
rect customers. In Subsection 5.3, we verify the AS relationships

2In the original paper 16 ASes were studied based on the availability of LG servers and
which ASes were peering with Routeviews collectors. We follow a similar approach in
our paper.
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AS number % of verified SA prefixes
(# of total SA prefixes)

6667 97 (89)
3741 89 (449)
37100 83 (1432)
3292 83 (7076)
31027 82 (7887)
3303 82 (1955)
852 81 (7775)
7018 80 (14228)
553 80 (2339)
37271 80 (9748)
22548 80 (2329)
5511 76 (584)
3549 74 (19842)
6939 74 (24231)
3257 70 (44803)

Table 7: Percentage of SA prefixes verified per AS.

between 11 ASes in Table 5 and their neighboring ASes using
relationship-tagging community values. The inference error is very
small, therefore we can be confident in the AS inferences.
Step 2: Verify AS-relationships between an AS and its indirect
customers. We follow the approach of the original paper to verify
all AS relationships between a provider and its indirect customers
. For each SA prefix observed by an 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 , we search all the BGP
routing tables to find if there is an AS path between 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 and the
origin AS that traverses only p2c links. In that case we consider
that we have at least one active customer route between the two
ASes, and the SA prefix is verified. We only consider SA origins with
a high number of observed prefixes.

Table 7 shows that for most ASes, more than 80% of SA prefixes
are verified. In contrast with the original paper, we consider both
routes with typical and atypical local preference. The average con-
formance in locpref settings is 83% as shown in Table 3, which
explains the average 19.2% of unverified SA prefixes per SA origin
in our study.

6.1.4 Persistence of SA prefixes.

Network operators may configure their export policies using
different patterns over longer time periods. This could in turn affect
the behavior of SA prefixes. Having identified the prevalence of
SA prefixes, we focus further on characterizing the persistence of
these prefixes. To this end, we collect two families of datasets using
BGPStream [50] from all the routing collectors. The first family
covers short-time periods for AS7018 and the collection method
resembles the one employed by Wang and Gao [63]. We go one
step beyond and characterize the SA prefixes persistence over the
span of 20 years for AS3259, AS3292, AS3549, AS5511 and AS7018.

For our short-term period analysis, we focus only on AT&T
(AS7018) since it has a large number of SA prefixes. In the original
paper the analysis focused only on AS1 as it had one of the highest
number of SA prefixes. In our case the equivalent AS is AS7018
since AS1 is not as well-connected anymore. We thus fetch routing

tables of AS7018 for: a) the 15th of January 2023, b) all 31 days of
January 2023, and c) the 1st day of each month during 2022. We
show in Figure 5a the number of SA prefixes during the 15th of
January 2023, for AS7018, while Figure 5b illustrates the number of
such prefixes for every day of January 2023. Same as in the origi-
nal study, we find that the contribution of SA prefixes is consistent
during the period of a day and the period of a month. When expand-
ing the measurement period to one year, we find that SA prefixes
exhibit an unstable behavior (see Figure 5c). This could either be
explained due to customers switching their export policies for an
SA prefix, or due to providers switching their import policies. In the
20-year longitudinal analysis, apart from AS7018 we also include
AS3257, AS3292, AS3549 and AS5511. Our collected data comprises
of routing tables from the 1st of April of each year between 2003
and 2023. Note that SA origins findings are omitted due to similar
insights with the SA prefix findings.

To find out how export policies affect the SA prefixes, we follow
the approach of the original paper. We define SA prefix uptime as the
times an SA prefix appears during the measurement time window.
For example, an SA prefix can have a minimum of 1 day uptime and
a maximum of 31 days uptime in a month, or a minimum of 1 month
and a maximum of 12 months uptime in a year, depending on which
view of the data we examine. Figure 6a shows the distribution of the
SA prefix uptime for January 2023. More than 90% of the SA prefixes
are stable for the entire month, since most of the SA prefixes have
an uptime of 31 days. On the contrary, when we study the monthly
uptime for 2022, the results range from 1 to 12 months as shown
in Figure 6b. This instability in SA prefix ratio is a strong indicator
that the modeling of BGP routing policies should be conducted with
high periodicity, due to the dynamic nature of AS connectivity and
the derived routing policies.

Figure 7 shows the boxplot distribution of the SA prefix ratio for
the 5 major AS providers over the last two decades. The ratio of
SA prefixes is highly dynamic from year to year. However, there is
a pronounced jump in the median ratio of SA prefixes after 2006,
which stayed consistently above 0.25 since then. These results are
evidence that the ratio of SA prefixes can be sensitive to topological
and policy changes, and the assessment of SA prefixes should be
updated regularly. The maximum SA prefix ratio was observed in
2021 by 𝐴𝑆3549 (a high-centrality network), with a value of 80.9%.

In Figure 8, we plot the CDF of SA prefix ratio from the cus-
tomers point of view, over the last two decades. We observe that
the distribution of SA prefix ratios is consistently skewed toward
100%, meaning that the majority of SA origins announce only SA
prefixes. When comparing the providers point of view in Figure 6
with the customers point of view in Figure 8, we can see that the
left skew in the fraction of ASes that advertise 100% of their prefixes
selectively is correlated with shifts in the median SA prefix ratio
observed by providers. Therefore, we present evidence that SA
prefixes are mainly an outcome of selective export policies,
and not selective import policies from the provider.

6.1.5 Causes of SA prefixes.
Asmentioned in Subsection 2.1, customers may connect to multiple
providers (multi-homed) for traffic engineering purposes and/or
to make the reachability to their prefixes resilient to link or node
failures. Intuitively, it is unlikely for single-homed ASes to apply
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(a) SA prefixes for AS7018 on Jan. 15, 2023. (b) SA prefixes for AS7018 in Jan. 2023. (c) SA prefixes for AS7018 in 2022.

Figure 5: Daily and monthly persistence of SA prefixes for AS7018.

(a) CDF of SA prefixes uptime in Jan. 2023. (b) CDF of SA prefixes uptime in 2022.

Figure 6: Daily and monthly uptimes of SA prefixes for AS7018.

Figure 7: SA prefix ratio over the last 20 years for AS3257, AS3292, AS3549, AS5511 and AS7018.
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Figure 8: CDF of union of SA origins over the last 20 years for AS3257, AS3292, AS3549, AS5511 and AS7018.

selective announcements, otherwise not all of their routes will be
globally reachable, however, their upstream providers in the AS
path, which are multi-homed, may apply selective policies.

AS number % (#) of single-homed
SA origins

% (#) of multi-homed
SA origins

3257 37.5 (16810) 62.5 (27993)
3292 32.2 (2280) 67.8 (4796)
3549 36.3 (7207) 63.7 (12635)
5511 14.0 (82) 86.0 (502)
7018 33.2 (4718) 66.8 (9510)

Table 8: % (#) of multi-homed and single-homed SA origins
for AS3257, AS3292, AS3549, AS5511 and AS7018

For AS3257, AS3292, AS3549, AS5511 and AS7018, we examine
how many SA origins are multi-homed. From Table 8, we observe
that, at most, 1 out of 3 customers is single-homed. For these ASes, an
intermediate AS in the path applies selective export policies rather
than the SA origin. Compared to the original paper, we observe
a ∼10% increase in the single-homed customers for AS3549 and
AS7018, since 2003. Apart from selective announcements though,
there are other factors that may give rise to SA prefixes.

Case 1: Prefix Splitting. Network operators may split a prefix
into more specific prefixes for resilient traffic engineering. Assume

(a) Prefix Splitting. (b) Prefix Aggregation.

(c) Sel. Announcement.

Figure 9: Causes of a SA prefix

an 𝐴𝑆0 originates a /23 prefix 𝑝0, to which it wants to load-balance
traffic between two of its providers, 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2. At the same time
𝐴𝑆0 wants to ensure that if a link to one of its providers fails, traffic
flows to 𝑝0 will not be disrupted. To that end, 𝐴𝑆0 splits the /23
prefix to two more specific /24 prefixes, and advertise the /23 prefix
to both 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2 providers, and each /24 to a different provider.
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AS number % of prefix
splitting

% of prefix
aggregation

3257 1.3 0.03
3292 0.02 0
3549 0.4 0.1
5511 1.6 0
7018 0.3 0.3

Table 9: Causes of SA prefixes

In that case𝐴𝑆1 and𝐴𝑆2 will not see the /23 as an SA Prefix, but they
will see one of the covered /24 prefixes as an SA Prefix. Figure 9a
illustrates this case.

Case 2: Prefix Aggregation. An SA prefix may arise due to
prefix aggregation along the path. Lets assume that an origin 𝐴𝑆0
originates two consecutive /24 prefixes 𝑝1 and 𝑝2, and advertises
both to its two providers 𝐴𝑆1 and 𝐴𝑆2. 𝐴𝑆2 may opt to aggregate
the two consecutive prefixes to their covering /23 prefix 𝑝0 in order
to conserve memory in the routing table, while 𝐴𝑆1 does not ag-
gregate 𝑝1 and 𝑝2. 𝐴𝑆1 may then receive 𝑝0 through 𝐴𝑆2 (directly
or indirectly). Since it has not received the /23 prefix directly from
𝐴𝑆0 it will appear as an SA prefix. This is illustrated in Figure 9b.

Case 3: Selective Announcement. An origin 𝐴𝑆0 may load
balance non-consecutive prefixes. In that case no prefix splitting or
aggregation is possible, and the load-balanced prefixes are adver-
tised selectively to different providers. In that case, each provider
will learn the prefixes it does not receive directly as SA prefixes.
This example is shown in 9c.

We study whether prefix splitting and aggregation are the main
reasons of SA prefixes. For prefix splitting, we study how many SA
prefixes can be aggregated by a non-SA prefix of the same origin
AS. For prefix aggregation, we observe how many SA prefixes in
the routing table of 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 can be aggregated in the BGP tables of
the remaining ASes. Table 9 shows that both ratios are negligible,
therefore, the main cause of SA prefixes cannot be prefix splitting
or prefix aggregation.

6.2 Export to Peer
In this section, we use the algorithm described in Section 6.1.1 with
minor tweaks, to infer export policies that peers use to advertise
their prefixes to other peers. Specifically, we study whether the
ASes of Table 2 reach their peers’ prefixes through peer or provider
routes. If an AS reaches a peer’s prefix through a provider route, the
prefix is SA prefix. To account for peer SA prefixes, we make the
following changes in Algorithm 1. In Phase 2, instead of checking
the customer relationship between the origin AS and 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 , we test
whether the two ASes are peers. In Phase 3, instead of checking if
the next-hop belongs in the CC of the 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 , we test whether 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝
belongs in the CC of the next-hop. Specifically, we check whether
the route towards a peer prefix is a provider route, by studying
whether the next-hop is an upstream provider of 𝐴𝑆𝑣𝑝 .

In Table 10, we observe that selective announcements is not
a phenomenon prevalent among peer AS networks, since more
than 90% of the peer prefixes are reached through peer routes rather
than upstream providers’ links. However, it should be highlighted
that this result may not be representative of the actual selective

AS number % of SA
prefixes

% of SA
origins

AS5413 9.1 0.4
AS3741 8.2 1.1
AS3303 7.6 1
AS19653 6.6 0.8
AS37100 4.6 0.8
AS553 3.7 0.5
AS6667 2.8 0.2
AS852 2.7 0.2
AS6939 2.1 1.5
AS3292 1.3 0.1
AS37271 1.1 0.1
AS1280 1.1 0.06
AS31027 0.5 0.07

Table 10: % of peer SA prefixes and % peer SA origins.

advertisement practices between peers, because routes exchanged
over peering links have limited visibility due to the valley-free
rule [47].

This limited visibility due to the fact that BGP feeds are mostly
provided by high-tier ASes and some geographic areas are poorly
covered. Furthermore, two-thirds of all contributing ASes config-
ure their connection with the BGP collector as a p2p link, which
means they advertise only routes learned from customers. Theo-
retically optimal placement of BGP monitors might mitigate this
incompleteness [47], but in practice ASes participate voluntarily in
such data collection projects so optimal placement is not possible.
Some researchers suggest highly distributed traceroute monitor-
ing infrastructures [9, 58] are a promising approach to discover
invisible AS links, yet the visibility improvement so far is limited
compared with the links discovered at just a single IXP by Ager et
al. [3]. Therefore, a selectively advertised peering prefix may be
invisible to the BGP collectors, especially when the peering link is
not adjacent to the peer of the BGP collector.

To study how much the incompleteness of the AS graph affects
our results, we plot in Fig. 10 the unique SA prefixes that we can
identify by incrementally adding vantage points. We observe that
the unique SA prefixes size increases, especially when we include
high centrality ASes with wide geographical coverage (e.g., AS3257).
It is worth noting that the rate of increase does appear to plateau,
indicating a reasonable lower bound in our results. This is in line
with the observations of related works [14, 48], which suggest that
the fraction of visible links increases linearly with the fraction
of used monitors, so, the estimated population size of these links
should be viewed as a lower bound on the actual population size.

7 RELATEDWORK
Since the original study was published in 2003, we are not aware
of other papers that reproduce or replicate the full methodology.
However, inter-domain routing has been extensively studied over
the past two decades, and while our knowledge and understanding
of the routing ecosystem has been enriched significantly, there are
still gaps remaining to be filled.

In theory, routing policies need to follow the GR model [20]
in order to be safe to converge to a stable state under any link or
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Figure 10: Progressive enumeration of unique SA prefixes by
incrementally adding vantage points.

node failure. Nonetheless, network operators can arbitrarily config-
ure their policies, without any coordination with their neighbors,
therefore, a number of ASes might not follow the Gao-Rexford
model. This has been indeed observed both by Internet measure-
ment studies [5, 27, 42] and reported by network operators in a
2013 survey [24]. In this survey, 32% of the participating networks
do not follow the GR model completely. In 16 out of 97 networks,
peer or provider routes are preferred over customer routes and in
21 out of 97 networks, peer and provider routes are announced to
peers and providers. In the study published by Anwar et al. [5],
34% of routing decisions in the Internet routing system cannot be
explained by the Gao-Rexford model.

The deviations from the Gao-Rexford model can be likely ex-
plained by the evolving economic incentives in a changing IP tran-
sit and peering market. During the past two decades, the Internet
peering strategies have evolved to become more open, diverse and
denser [39]. As are result, ASes may prefer peer over customer routes
for performance reasons [4]. Given the multiple evidence that both
the Gao-Rexford and the valley-free models do not always explain
the actual routing policies with high fidelity, Shao and Gao [57]
highlighted the need for developing new inter-domain routing mod-
els. Such models would allow: a) more flexible ranking among BGP
routes when modeling the import policies, and b) multiple potential
paths to be announced when modeling the export policies.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we replicate the study of Wang and Gao [63] and
conduct a longitudinal analysis on the evolution of selective an-
nouncements over the past twenty years. Our results provide exper-
imental evidence that a large part of their findings still holds true
today, such as a) the persistence of SA prefixes over time, and, b)
the prevalence of SA prefixes across different ASes. On the contrary,
the assignment of locpref settings among ASes, is significantly less
conforming to AS relationships, especially for peering links. Future
work can put more emphasis in the inference of locpref allocations
independently of AS relationships, given the scarcity of large-scale
locpref data which are only available from a limited number of
route server LGs.

Our results support the need for a more flexible routing model,
that would allow routes from more “expensive” neighbors (i.e.,
peers/providers) to be selected as the best, rather than follow a
strict customer-over-all rule. Additionally, our work can aid in the
understanding of a variety of interdomain routing applications,
such as the measurement of the RPKI adoption, fine-grained inter-
domain policy learning, interdomain routing verification, privacy-
preserving routing and studying routing attacks. Concluding, our
findings highlight the need for BGP policy inference to be con-
ducted with high-periodicity in order to account for the dynamic
nature of AS connectivity and the derived routing policies.
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